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Abstract  
Background: Research about the relationship between premenstrual syndrome (PMS) and major depression is 

limited. This study examined the relationship between moderate to severe PMS and major depression in a 

population-based sample of women of reproductive age. The objectives of the study were to assess the 

association between premenstrual syndrome and major depression, to analyse how PMS and major depression 

differ and to characterise the group of women who report both PMS and major depression. 

Methods: The analysis was data from women under the age of 55 without hysterectomy and who answered the 

questions on PMS symptoms. The population based sample consisted of 3518 women. Weighted prevalence 

rates were calculated and relative risk ratios for PMS, major depression and women who reported both PMS 

and major depression, were calculated with logistic multinomial legit regression. 

Results: The prevalence of major depression was 11.3% in women screening positive for moderate PMS and 

24.6% in women screening positive for severe PMS. Compared to women without any of these conditions, 

women who reported moderate to severe alcohol consumption had a lower risk for PMS. Women reporting use 

of antidepressants, and use of oral contraceptives had a higher risk for major depression compared to women 

without any of these conditions. Women reporting work dissatisfaction had a higher risk for PMS. A higher 

relative risk to report both PMS and major depression compared to women without PMS or major depression 

was related to factors such as high psychological distress, low mastery, psychotropic drug consumption, and 

low self-rated health.  

Conclusions: The results suggested that women who suffer from both PMS and major depression are more 

impaired compared to women with only one disorder. The results further indicated that PMS and major 

depression are different disorders that can, however, co-occur.  
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